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Note to Teachers about The Sarah and David Picture Book 

Purpose of the Picture Book
The Sarah and David Picture Book is a tool for introducing basic conversational Hebrew.
It can be used as a pre-reading language primer or as a language supplement for the 
Sarah, David and YOU Read Hebrew reading curriculum.  As a pre-reading language primer, 
it is intended to create readiness for Hebrew reading by introducing basic words and topics 
in Hebrew.  The goal is to provide a first experience with conversational Hebrew. 

The Picture Book is interactive by design.  It invites the student to color, draw and write 
as part of the learning activity.

Teachers can use the Picture Book as a source of vocabulary or as a springboard for 
conversational Hebrew.

Features of the Picture Book Language Primer
1.  Hebrew words and their meaning are expressed through pictures.
2.  The vocabulary is organized around familiar topics such as holidays, Shabbat, 
     weather, sports, colors and numbers.
3.  Topics are introduced with a phrase or question.  The student is invited to respond 
     with a drawing or activity.
4.  Many of the picture words appear in the Sarah, David and YOU Read Hebrew reading curriculum.
5.  The Words section at the end of the Picture Book groups the picture vocabulary by letter.  
     This section gives direct support to the Sarah, David and YOU Read Hebrew reading curriculum 
      by providing additional vocabulary for each letter.  The reading curriculum teaches reading 
      one letter at a time. 
6.  The verb ohev / ohevet is used frequently and introduces the student to the masculine 
     and feminine forms in Hebrew.
7.  The topic of Israel is emphasized toward the end of the Picture Book.

Teaching Techniques
1.  Introduce the topic using the phrase or question at the top of the page. 
2.  Ask students what words on the page they may already know.
3.  Always read the heading and vocabulary out loud to:
 a)  teach the Hebrew phrase and vocabulary.
 b)  ensure correct pronunciation of the Hebrew.
4.  Encourage the students to repeat words or phrases or to pair up and speak to each other.    
5.  Where possible, bring in the objects, display the vocabulary as flash cards, and create games 
     with the picture words. 

A transliterated list of the Hebrew in the Picture Book is available online at www.sarahdavid.com. 
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